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Application‘N'oVemberIZB, IllSQQSerialltloidllOdH?‘it‘é‘ j‘ 
This inventionhas forwits' object a prcvidea 

novel, interesting and instructive form of game 
suitable fo-rboth childrenlan‘d' adults. " l 
5The nature and objects-0f ‘the invention will‘ 

appear more‘ fully. from the accompanyingi'de 
scriptioniand drawingi'an‘dwill be particularly‘ 
pointed out in thegcla-ims. » - ~ _. \ 

The game ‘ involves ‘certain novel features v“of 
construction in the-elements employed in'play 
ing the game which withintlie scope‘ of‘theih 

'In‘ the drawingrvlv “ s. . . ' ‘ g ‘ 

' ‘Fig; ‘l is a perspective‘view ‘of one formoifIas 
» sembly produced by ‘a single player or thegame._ 

‘ Fig. 2 is a perspectiveview of one forrnof plate 
shown ‘in Fig. ‘l; i - . , , ~_. . . I .. 

Fig- 3. is a vie similar toFigi~2 ‘on a second 
formof plate.“ v ‘i ‘t ‘ > 

5‘ 4 is'miewi Similar to ‘Fig.2. Ofa third formv 
‘ofplatep . ~- ‘ i H . 

Fig. ‘5 is a view similar to Fig lashowing a dif__ 
ferent assembly. " ~ I i v - i 

Fig. 6 is a perspective view of oneform‘of plate 
_‘ 1 shown in Fig. 5. 
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‘ complemental ‘telescopic 

' Fig.7 is a perspective .view of a second‘ form 
of plate which may be employed in an assembly 
such'as shown‘in Fig. 5. ‘ ‘ ~ ‘ ‘ ‘ 1 1' 

:Fig. ‘8 is a perspectiveview ‘of 1a third form of‘ 
plate which may be employed in the assembly‘ 
ofFig.'5.‘ , . H} l . v, . 

- .The elements employed in :playing the. game 
comprise essentially a‘plurality of pedestals'withl 
onexor more of. which each‘ player. is provided 

‘ . and aplurality ‘ofsimilar‘plates having on their? 
front faces indicia‘determining their position rel’ 
atively to eachother and to ‘the pedestal when a 
plurality of these iplateszare ‘assembled in ‘units 
by the use of telescopic positioningelementswithl 
which the plates‘ and pedestal areprovided.» ‘. 

>1. Referring first. to: the constructionr‘shown :in. 
Figs. land 2; the pedestal‘! ‘is shown in the‘form: 
of a long rectangular block I havingf'in its top 
face a‘na‘rrow, .verticalaslot 2. Such a pedestal 
may be of any desired length capable of support 
ing one or more of the plate units and is here 
shown as supporting. three such units. Each ‘play 
er is provided with one or more of the pedestals 
and each player is provided with the same ,num 
ber of pedestals. , . “ , ‘ 

The plates employed are of similar construe? 
tion and present at their upper and lower edges 

positioning elements. 
As shown in Fig. 2, this resultis secured by form 
ing the plate of three similar rectangular laminae 

characteristic‘ ‘ 

'apl'ate is shown made‘ of 

secured together ‘with? the ‘centrallamina posi 
tioned below ltheiother two to form a‘?n 6 at the‘ 
bottom and’a recess 1 ‘at-the top "Jof the plate. 
‘The forms thus an element‘ complemental: 
to *and Vertically telescopic with the recess ‘i pf 
another plate‘ and'ral‘so complemented to and 
vertically. telescopic with the ‘recess 2 in the pe'd-f 
estal,“ *‘Anygiven-number of{these‘plates,'for ex- » 
ample‘ threeyasjshownlin Flgli'l, may thus be ‘ 
assembled-‘into a; unit ‘and the plates of each unit 
are provided on‘ their {rent vfaces "with indicia ‘ 
determining the > position of the. plates relatively. 

1 to 'each‘other ‘andjto the lpedes'taland the'indicia _ 
of eaclrj-‘unit is different from that of every other , 
uniti'f‘Theseindicialpreferably- take the form of ‘. 
pictures ‘which may» be of wide variety and-type. 
In the illustration ‘fin-Fig. ‘1, there ‘are three’ units 
each comprisingi'thr'ee similar plates and it‘ will 
be notedithatthe portion'of'each picture on each 
plate differs in soméHway‘ from acorresponding 
portionfon' a‘corre'spdndingly' located plate in the 

v‘The plates may be made“ ofyariouslforms and‘ 
construction, provided‘ they have the" complei ; 
mental telescopic‘ positioning "element's. ' In Fig.3 

‘ a solid block 8 provided 
at its top withl'a" recess 91formed therein-and at i 

'4 and'j‘5"cemented or‘otherwise‘ permanently. 
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its'rbottomwithla‘?n?l?'inserted therein. In Fig. " 
‘4 a plate'i'isshown also-formed 'of‘a-solid block H“ I 

‘ ‘provided atithe-‘top'jwith sockets l2 and at ‘the " 
bottom with complémental pins I3‘. 7' ‘ 

The‘pfedestal and ‘plates may be made ‘of any 
suitable material, ‘cardboard, wood,‘ metal or 
otherwise ‘and of ' ' 

sionsand "the pictures may belpainted,‘ pasted, or 
otherwise formed .on'ithe vplates ‘and ‘may, of 
course; be of any'desired'character.‘ = ' ‘ 

‘ The game ‘may ‘be played ‘by ‘various methods, 
‘ threeof which are “suggested. ‘In the ?rst‘meth 
od,»ea‘ch player provided 'with‘one" or more 'of , 
the pedestalswhich' he positions in ‘front of‘ him 
self;"Alarge1number of the plates are'shu?led up 
andgpla‘ced'face downwardina central‘pile. The . 
?rst player then draws from ‘the pile one of the / 
plates and if he draws a plate which forms the 
bottom‘of one of the pictures,‘ he inserts it in his 
pedestal. If not, he returns, it to the pile. , The 

. next player then draws and proceeds in the‘ same 
way.’ Thus the'drawing and discarding contin 
ues ‘until one player has completedthe formation‘ 
on his pedestal of a given number of pictures, 

any suitable'size anddimen- '. 

to 

which in the case illustrated would be three such " 
declared the winner. The 
the building or any one of 

pictures, and ‘is then‘ 
player may continue 
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‘ a plurality of vertical, and horizontal rows with a‘ ' 
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‘ central pile as before. 

- I ?rst player to complete 

10 

2 7.1 

his pictures for which he has drawn the bottom 
plate. 9 

‘ In the second method each player is provided 
with one or more pedestals as before and all the 
plates are shuffled and placed'face down in a 

Then the players may 
scramble for the'plates without 
orderand build the pictures as before with the 

winner. ' .v V . a . . . v_ _ 

- Inthethird method ‘suggested,’ each player is 
provided with one or more pedestals as before, 
and then the plates‘ are dealt out an equal num 
ber toeach player. Each playerplaces his plates 
in a single pile face downward; The player next-1 
to the dealer then discards from:_the top of his 

his left‘orie plate. ‘If.’ ' 

' the. discarded plate is ‘a bottom plate.rthe'player 
player .on pile to' the‘ next 

to whom it is discarded places it inlhis pedestal. 
If it is not, he places it face down in ‘front vof 
him starting a second pile and discards 5to- the 
next'player on his left a plate from ‘the top of 
his ?rst pile; ‘So the game‘proceeds in rotation; 
with each player to whom a plate is discarded 
using the discarded plate if he can to start‘the' 
unit formation of the pictures. When the-‘first 
pile of plates-of any’player. is exhausted, he.;uses 
the second pile to discard vfurorzrandstarts anew 
.pile with the discarded plates received. Thus the. 
game proceeds‘ until one - player has. completed 
his set of 'unitpictures and is declared the winner. 
While these three methods of playing thengame 

are suggested, other methods may be employed. 
A further feature of the invention is disclosed 

in Figs. 5 to 8, inclusive. In this form the plates 
are ;to beyassembled in a- larger unit comprising 

all of.’ the single’ large‘ picture; extending over 
The main plates making up this larger unit. 

' features of construction- employed in-this form, 
‘of the. game aresimilar to those already described 
except that in this case the plates. require both‘ 
‘horizontally and vertically telescopic positioning 
elements-to hold the assembled plates positioned 
with respect to each other the larger‘ unit and 
positioned with respect to the pedestal; ' . 
In the form illustrated the pedest l is shown 

as’ similar tolthat already described 1comprising 
' arectangularblo'ck M of suitable length provided, 
on‘itstop face with a recess l5.“ The vplates il 
lust-rated in Fig; 5 are shown separately in Fig. _6' 

a and in this form made of three laminae, . It, I1 
and id, with‘the central’larnina projecting at 
two adjacent edges so as’ to form arvertical fin 

> £8 and a horizontal?n 20, leaving arecess 2| at 
> the topcomplemental to the ?n 2.0 and. a recess 
vat the left complementalv to the ?n 19.,The 
platesnemployed at the right-hand edge of the 
completed picture are preferably formed-without 
the projecting right-hand ?n; l9. ' The plates. 
may be made of any desired. material,’ size and 

. dimensions, just asrin the casejof thej?rst form 
of the invention illustrated. In- Fig.1’? one of, 
the plates is shownas a, solid block 22 havinga 

drawing in any , 

his pictures being the 

1,997,5(51 
,metal ?n v23 inserted at the'bottom andhaving - 
a positioning recess 24 formed in one edge. This 
particular plate is shown without any ?n at the 
right-hand side and at the top, such a plate be 
ing desirable for the upper right-hand corner of ' 

The socket and pin construction 
and a plate embodying 
Fig. 8. But when the 

the picture. 
may also be employed 
this form is shown in 
sockets and pins are employed, they can only be " ' 

10. employed at one pair of opposite edges. Other 
wise ‘it would be impossible qtoleffect the tele 
scoping elements bothhorizontally and vertically 
as necessary in the 
picture. When' the sockets and pins are em 
ployed on the top and bottom of the plate, then 

formation of the complete 

15 

a construction which will permit both vertical> 
‘and horizontal telescoping must be provided on 
the side edges, as shown in this Fig. 8. Here the 
plate is a solid block 25 having the pins 26 at the 
bottomand'complemental recesses 21 at the top, 
the fin .28 at the :right and the complemental 
recess'29'atthe left. 1 ' 
The game in this second form of the invention 

may be played by any of ‘the three methods al 
ready described or by any other. suitable method, 
with each player assembling one or more .of the 
complete units such as shown in Fig. 5. 

r The pictures may; of course, be of 
character provided the’ picture for, each ‘unit is 
different‘and provided that the picture extends‘ 
over the face of . every plateso as to provide in 
dicia determining the position of 
atively to each other and to the pedestal. V 

. Having thus described‘the invention, what is 
claimed asnew, and desired to’ be secured by 
LettersPatent, is: , . . l ‘ I > “ r 

1. A game comprising a plurality of units each 
of which comprises a plurality of similar rec-t 
tangular plates adapted for assembly in a plu~ 
rality ‘of bothvertical and horizontal rows, each» 
plate atrits upperand lower edges presenting re 
spectively complemental vertically telescopic po 
sitioningelements and at its side edges respec 

any desired 
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the plates rel¢ ; 
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tively complemental horizontally and. vertically ' 
telescopic positioningv elements, and a 
having at the topv elements complemental to 
those. on the lower edges of the plates, each unit 
presenting at its front face indicia determining 
the position of theplates relatively to each other 
and to the _pedestal._ I _ ' I 7' '1 a 

2. A'game presenting a'plurality of units each 
of whichcomprises a plurality of similar. reo 
tangular plates adaptedfor assembly in a plu 
rality of both vertical and'horizontal rows, each 
plate at itsupper and loweredgesand at its 
side edges‘presenting respectively complemental. 
horizontally and vertically ‘telescopic. positioning 
elements, ,and' a pedestal havingat the top ele 
ments complemental to'those on the lower edges 
of the plates, each unit presenting at its front 
face indgicia determining the position of the plates 
relatively to :each other and to the pedestal‘. ? 
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